The publication of a draft of the human genome and of large collections of transcribed sequences has made it possible to study the complex relationship between the transcriptome and the genome. In the work presented here, we have focused on mapping mRNA 3Ј ends onto the genome by use of the raw data generated by the expressed sequence tag (EST) sequencing projects. We find that at least half of the human genes encode multiple transcripts whose polyadenylation is driven by multiple signals. The corresponding transcript 3Ј ends are spread over distances in the kilobase range. This finding has profound implications for our understanding of gene expression regulation and of the diversity of human transcripts, for the design of cDNA microarray probes, and for the interpretation of gene expression profiling experiments.
Parallel to the sequencing of the human genome, a less heralded but nevertheless massive effort has been undertaken to document experimentally the portion of the genome that is transcribed into RNA, the transcriptome. It is only by comparing it with the transcriptome that the capacity of the genome to code for the RNAs and proteins that make up the cell machinery can be precisely defined (Burge 2001) . Although the mapping of transcribed sequences to the genome has been used extensively to document the positions of genes (Caron et al. 2001) , it has not yet been fully exploited to explore the complexity of the transcriptome. Of the three major mechanisms that contribute to this complexity, alternative initiation of transcription, splicing, and polyadenylation, the latter seemed most immediately amenable to analysis because of the wealth of data about transcript 3Ј ends provided by the expressed sequence tag (EST) sequences generated by the NCI Cancer Genome Anatomy Project (Strausberg et al. 2000) (at Washington University, the NIH Intramural Sequencing Center, and Incyte Pharmaceuticals), the Merck Gene Index (Aaronson et al. 1996) , and the NIH Mammalian Gene Collection (Strausberg et al. 1999) . Although alternative polyadenylation of transcripts has been known to occur for a long time, the proportion of transcripts affected, the number of sites per transcript, and the distances over which alternative sites are spread have been explored exclusively using EST clustering techniques (Gautheret et al. 1998; Beaudoing and Gautheret 2001; Pauws et al. 2001) and have relied on the poly(A) being documented in the EST sequences. The most recent of these studies have concluded that >40% of human transcripts may undergo alternative polyadenylation, but that most of the observed variation is over a short range (<50 nt) and driven by a single polyadenylation signal (Beaudoing and Gautheret 2001; Pauws et al. 2001 ). Long-range variation (>1 kb) has so far been observed only experimentally. We show here that long-range variation is in fact extremely common, possibly affecting more than half of all genes.
RESULTS
To generate a transcript to genome map, we have exploited all publicly available human genome data (finished and draft) and transcriptome data (full-length mRNAs, partial mRNAs, ESTs, and electropherograms from EST projects). We also included reference human transcript sequences from the RefSeq database. The dataset that we have constructed comprises a set of alignments between transcript and genome sequences, documenting the position of the alignment on each sequence, and a set of poly(A)-proximal sequence tags aligned to the genome sequence. We visualized the complex relationships between the genome and full-length mRNAs, ESTs, and 3Ј tags in the ACEDB environment (Durbin and Thierry-Mieg 1994) . For chromosomes 21 and 22, which have been extensively annotated, we included the transcripts identified by the sequencing consortia (Dunham et al. 1999; Hattori et al. 2000) ; most of the examples described here were taken from chromosome 21, because they illustrate the additional information gained by using our methods relative to existing genome annotation procedures. We also developed a program called the Transcriptome Analyzer (tromer; C. Iseli, unpublished data) that uses the transcript to genome alignments to identify exon boundaries and analyzes the connectivity of these boundaries. The output of tromer can be used to reconstruct virtual transcripts from the underlying genomic sequence following a path from 3Ј tags along experimentally verified exon boundaries.
One of the pillars of our strategy is the identification of trusted 3Ј tags that provide unique identifiers for transcript 3Ј ends. We chose to analyze the 50 nt immediately upstream of the poly(A) tail, as this should guarantee the uniqueness of the tag (there are 10 30 possible tags of length 50, compared with 3 ‫ן‬ 10 9 nt in the haploid genome) whereas keeping the effects of sequencing errors reasonably low (approximately a 50% chance of a single error in typical EST data). A set of candidate tags was selected by identifying runs of at least 10 A's or T's in the original electropherograms produced by the Merck, CGAP, and MGC sequencing projects, reverse complementing the sequence if necessary to end in poly(A) and extracting the 50 nt preceding the poly(A). This first set was reduced to unique tags and filtered to remove abundant human repeats and low complexity sequences. This "clean" set was then mapped onto the genome sequences and genomelinked tags were derived by combining the 50 nt 3Ј tag with the 50 nt following the tag in the genome (the total genomelinked tag length is thus 100 nt). These combined tags were clustered to resolve short-range variations in the exact polyadenylation site between individual transcript sequences; it should be noted that this procedure eliminates from our analysis the short-range variation shown by Pauws et al. (2001) . After clustering, 13% of the tags identified genome regions with nonidentical downstream sequences. The majority of these diverged in only one or two positions because of genetic polymorphisms or genome duplications (note that we used all available genome sequence data, not one of the nonredundant assemblies). Many others map to pseudogenes or retroposons. To distinguish bona fide mRNA 3Јends from poly(A)-containing sequences generated by internal priming or genomic contamination, we flagged tags that contained at least 10 A's or 11 A's and G's in the first 15 nt of downstream genome sequence; this is a conservative estimate of the minimal requirement for oligo(dT)-mediated priming and ensures that our tag collection is free of sequences derived from genomic or internal priming during cDNA library construction. Of 152,307 clustered, genome-matched candidates, 95,787 were judged to represent trusted 3Ј tags by these criteria. The tag generation procedure is summarized in Table 1 . The number of 3Ј tags will most likely increase as more cell types, pathological conditions, and differentiation stages are sampled by cDNA cloning.
We examined the distribution on the genome of trusted 3Јtags relative to cDNA sequences known or predicted to encode proteins. In about half of the genes, we observed intronless EST matches downstream from the known polyadenylation site(s), many ending in trusted 3Ј tags and forming clusters that connect them to the known extent of 3Ј untranslated regions (UTRs). The regions containing the ESTs and 3Ј tags can extend over several kilobases and contain multiple tags. The most likely explanation for the existence of these features is that transcripts originating from the gene localized upstream can be polyadenylated at many locations and thus contain long 3Ј UTR. Figure 1a clearly illustrates this point in a well-annotated region of chromosome 21. The mRNA for the NCAM2 gene, which encodes a neural cell adhesion molecule, appears in the RefSeq database of full-length mRNA sequences (NM_004540). The known polyadenylation site is marked by a 3Ј tag (2 ESTs), and an upstream site is also evident (3Ј tag derived from 3 ESTs). The 3 kb downstream from these known sites are densely populated by intron-less ESTs (at least 26) and a cDNA clone of unknown function (DKFZp761I1311 from the German cDNA Consortium, EMBL/GenBank AL137344). This cDNA clone and a set of ESTs have been clustered together in the UniGene database, whereas other ESTs mapping downstream have been assigned to yet another cluster. It is clear from the transcript to genome map that all of the intron-less transcript sequences in this 3-kb region are in fact derived from the 3Ј UTR of polyadenylation variants of the NCAM2 gene, and therefore that NCAM2 transcripts have been grouped in at least three distinct UniGene clusters (Hs.177691 for the NCAM2 cDNA, Hs.135892 for the DKFZ clone, and Hs.76118 for the 3Ј-most cluster of ESTs). There is a single gap in the EST sequence coverage of the region that is bridged by the assignment of two ESTs (N51204 and N47997) to the ends of the same IMAGE clone (281608).
Each gene with an extended 3Ј UTR is a unique case, and therefore it is difficult to design a generally applicable automated procedure to detect such genes. To get a semiquantitative estimate of the proportion of genes that may be affected, we manually examined all genes in a relatively generich region on chromosome 21q22.3 that spans 3.5 mb (NCBI contig NT_011515). A summary of the results is shown in Table 2 , and an ACEDB database incorporating all transcripts and 3Ј tags mapping to this contig can be downloaded from ftp://ftp.licr.org/pub/Genome_Research. Of a total of 52 genes currently annotated in this region, half (26) showed clear evidence of multiple polyadenylation sites spread over areas ranging from 300 nt to >15 kb. The existence of longrange alternative polyadenylation is independent of the size or the number of exons of the genes.
If we extrapolate this small sample to the genome, longrange alternative polyadenylation could affect 15,000-20,000 genes. This is almost certainly an underestimate, because there are many transcripts for which 3Ј tags are not available (see above) and in which EST coverage is insufficient to convincingly document the extent of the 3Ј UTR. Although there have been numerous reports in the literature of transcripts undergoing alternative polyadenylation involving relatively distant sites (van Eyndhoven et al. 1998; Coy et al. 1999; Touriol et al. 1999) , it was unexpected to observe it at this high frequency. Estimates gathered from EST clustering alone (Gautheret et al. 1998; Beaudoing and Gautheret 2001; Pauws et al. 2001 ). We experimentally verified our methodology by performing reverse transcriptasepolymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) experiments on the predicted long 3Ј UTRs of the WDR9 (WD repeat 9) and KCNJ5 (potassium inwardly rectifying channel 5) genes and found that they do indeed encode transcripts extending far downstream from the 3Ј ends documented by "full-length" cDNA sequences, even though the intervening regions are not fully covered by ESTs (data not shown). Conversely, the TRAF3 gene on chromosome 14q32.3 has been shown experimentally to have two polyadenylation sites separated by 6 kb (van Eyndhoven et al. 1998) ; our data document this fact very clearly (not shown) and in addition mark a previously unrecognized site that explains the presence of 2.2 kb and 2.6 kb mRNA species observed in the original report. Northern blots very commonly show multiple bands when hybridized with a unique coding region probe. We informally collected Northern data from colleagues doing laboratory work. Probes for the FLG2, SCD, SLC20A1, PTEN, TNFRSF10C, IRF1, and IL9R genes all detect multiple bands; for all but SLC20A1 (which shows evidence of extensive alternative splicing), we were able to detect multiple polyadenylation sites documenting the origin of the major bands. A probe for ACAT2 detects only one band, and this gene has two polyadenylation sites only 150 nt apart, which would not be resolved into individual bands; ␤-actin (gene ACTB), commonly used as an internal control in Northerns and producing a single band, shows no evidence of long-range alternative polyadenylation despite an abundance of EST data. However, the fine structure of the ACTB polyadenylation site reveals six positions for the start of the poly(A) tail within 50 nt of each other.
One consequence of this hitherto unrecognized long-range variation in polyadenylation sites is that the extended 3Ј UTR of unrelated genes transcribed in opposite directions occasionally overlap. A clearcut case is provided by the SCL19A1 (folate transporter) and the COL18A1 (collagen type XVIII) genes, both located on the AL163302 segment of chromosome 21 (Fig. 1b) . The known 3Ј ends of the corresponding transcripts are separated by only 1 kb on the genome. The intervening region is densely populated by ESTs, which document unambiguously four polyadenylation sites for SCL19A1 and three for COL18A1; interestingly, the locations of the sites on the two strands are almost identical. The poly(A)-containing ESTs derived from one or the other gene can easily be distinguished from each other by Figure 1 Examples of extended and overlapping 3Ј untranslated region (UTR). Alignments of transcripts to the genome (yellow bar) were visualized using ACEDB. The direction of transcription is bottom to top on the left and top to bottom on the right. The direction of transcription of unspliced expressed sequence tags (ESTs) was based on their annotation, except for the unspliced ORESTES sequences, which were arbitrarily assigned to the right-hand strand. The orientation of 3Ј tags was deduced from the polarity of the poly(A) tract. Light blue: RefSeq sequences; dark blue: full-length cDNA sequences; green: ORESTES sequences; and red: EST sequences. 3Ј tags are represented by black boxes, with one box per cluster member. Regions covered by UniGene clusters are indicated on the right. (A) 3Ј terminal exons of the NCAM2 gene. (B) Overlapping 3Ј ends of the COL18A1 and SCL19A1 genes. Many ESTs derived from the COL18A1 gene were omitted for clarity. The distribution of transcript sequences and 3Ј tags on the genome was visualized using ACEDB (see Fig. 1 ). The reference transcript was chosen from the NCBl curated RefSeq, EMBL human, or EST databases, in this order of preference. Transcripts matching multiple UniGene clusters are shown on multiple lines. The "Extent" column shows the distance separating the first from the last documented 3Ј tag. their polarity on the genome; other ESTs can be oriented based on their annotation. The UniGene database assigns ESTs whose ends map before position ∼213,500 to the Hs.78409 cluster (COL18A1) and those mapping beyond that position to the Hs.84190 cluster (SLC19A1). Although these assignments are perfectly correct within the logic of EST clustering based on sequence overlaps, they fail to reflect the anatomy of the transcripts derived from this region.
In genes that are expressed at a sufficient level, the differential usage of polyadenylation sites can be estimated in silico by counting the ESTs documenting one or the other site or by extracting the corresponding serial analysis of gene expression (SAGE) tag counts from publicly available data (Lal et al. 1999 ). We counted poly(A)-containing ESTs and SAGE tags for the major polyadenylation sites of five of the genes in Table 2 , and the results are shown in Table 3 . Because many of the cDNA libraries from which ESTs were derived were normalized, the SAGE tag count is a better estimate of the relative abundance of the corresponding transcripts. It can be seen that in this limited sample the usage of individual polyadenylation sites is not related to their distance from the last splice acceptor. A larger scale study would be required to properly study the relationship between the abundance of transcripts and the length of their 3Ј UTRs. Similarly, we did not attempt to determine from SAGE data whether some alternative polyadenylation sites were differentially used in libraries of different origin, because in most cases the tag numbers are not sufficient to make such comparisons.
DISCUSSION
The results presented here have important practical implications for the analysis of the human transcriptome, as well as those of other vertebrates. The cDNA or cRNA targets used in gene expression profiling experiments are almost always labeled after oligo(dT) primed cDNA synthesis by RT. Therefore, they are enriched in poly(A) proximal sequences, and as a general rule cDNA clones or oligonucleotides derived from the 3Ј ends of transcripts have been chosen as probes for hybridization. The finding that in a significant proportion of genes polyadenylation sites are distributed over relatively long distances should have a significant impact on probe design, because ideally, sequences adjacent to each site should be included in the arrays. The parameters influencing polyadenylation site selection have not been studied for most genes, and the inclusion in cDNA arrays of multiple probes for each gene should allow one to readily address this question. The collection of trusted 3Ј tags and the assignment of associated EST clusters to the 3Ј UTR of validated genes will thus be a crucial resource for the rational design of hybridization arrays. Another important implication of the work described here is the need for more comprehensive tag to gene maps for SAGE experiments (Pauws et al. 2001) . Current maps do not take into account the locations of trusted mRNA 3Ј ends. In addition, tags derived from long 3Ј UTR are often mapped to transcripts whose coding capacity has not been determined because they have not been linked to the correct upstream protein-coding region.
It has been argued that the relatively small number of genes present in the human genome encodes a much larger variety of transcripts, and that its true complexity cannot be deduced from a mere counting of genes. However, we are still far from comprehending the extent of this complexity, as evidenced by the results reported here. Alternative polyadenylation has been shown in numerous cases to give rise to transcripts with distinct biological properties by alteration of their protein-coding capacity (Chuvpilo et al. 1999) , the regulation of their translation (Knirsch and Clerch 2000) , their stability (Touriol et al. 1999) , or their intracellular localization (Kislauskis et al. 1994) . It is now evident that this contributes in a major way to the diversity of the human transcriptome. Table 2 , the number of EST contributing to the definition of the most prominent polyadenylation sites was counted, NIaIII SAGE tags immediately upstream of the polyadenylation sites were deduced, and the cumulative representation of the tags in SAGE libraries was determined for each of the major polyadenylation sites. The sites are listed in the 5Ј to 3Ј direction relative to the transcript, including the distance from the 5Ј most site for those lying downstream.
METHODS
b This SAGE tag is not unique to the CSTB gene; it also occurs in a transcript from gene AF5Q31 (ALL1 fused gene from 5q31). SAGE, serial analyses of gene expression.
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). The transcript sequences were filtered of contaminants and repetitive elements were masked out using the PFP software package (Paracel). For the draft genome, we used human genomic sequences of a size >10 kb that are deposited in the HUM and HTG sections. Before analysis, we removed bacterial and other contaminants. Those HTG entries that had not been fully assembled were split into individual components. The human genome dataset we used is thus highly redundant but can easily be reduced to one of the available assemblies. For each pair of matching RNA and genomic sequence, local alignments were generated using sim4 (Florea et al. 1998) with the parameters W = 15, R = 0, A = 4, and P = 1. The output of sim4 was filtered to eliminate all alignments that did not contain at least one region (exon) matching with at least 95% identity >30 nt. ACEDB databases were generated directly from the filtered sim4 output files. The tromer program attempts to automate the reconstruction of transcripts from transcript to genome mapping data. The output of sim4 is used to construct a set of oriented exons that are then merged if they share boundaries, thus reducing the redundancy of the EST data. The order of splice donors and acceptors is used to define the orientation of a transcript; for unspliced transcripts, the presence of a 3Ј tag within 50 nt of the end (when available) is used instead. Full-length mRNA and RefSeq sequences are assumed to be derived from the coding strand. Virtual transcripts are reconstituted by following exon boundaries with known polarity; when several paths can be followed (i.e., when there is evidence for alternative splicing or polyadenylation), multiple transcripts can be generated. The output of tromer links each virtual transcript to a 3Ј tag (if known) and to other virtual transcripts that share sequences derived from the same cDNA clones to flag potential gaps in EST sequence coverage.
Because poly(A) tracts documenting the position of mRNA 3Ј ends have commonly been removed from the EST sequences deposited in the public databases, we analyzed the original trace files generated for each sequence. Sequences were extracted using the extract_seq (Staden et al. 2000) or phred (Ewing et al. 1998) programs; the longest poly(A) or poly(T) was identified, and if it was longer than 10 nt then the 50 nt immediately adjacent to it were recorded as a candidate tag (after obtaining the reverse complement for poly(T) tracts). Duplicate tags were eliminated, but information about the trace files containing them was retained. Tags matching LINE and Alu repetitive elements, ribosomal or mitochondrial sequences, and those containing simple repeats were eliminated. Exact matches for the remaining tags were mapped in the genome using ad hoc software, and the 50 nt found downstream from the match were also recorded. Those tags that did not find exact matches were mapped again, this time using a slower dynamic programming algorithm (Smith and Waterman 1981) allowing up to two mismatches. All 3Ј tags that had found matches in the genome were clustered, again using ad hoc software, based on overlaps between the sequences of the tags (including the downstream genome sequence) and on their mapping positions in genomic clones; if two tags mapped within 50 nt they were considered to be part of the same cluster, and this procedure was iterated until no new members could be added. In this final collection, 3Ј tags were tested for the occurrence of at least 10 A's or 11 A's and G's in the first 15 nt of downstream genomic sequence. A database of 3Ј tag microclusters is available from ftp:// ftp.licr.org/pub/databases/tags, including their sequence with the downstream sequence in the genome, the trace file(s) from which they were extracted, their position within genome segments, their offset relative to other members of the same microcluster, and information about the quality of the tag. Individual tags were incorporated into the ACEDB databases on the basis of their mapping coordinates on the genome segments.
